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Product Catalogue 
An initiative to support self- employed women, crafts-

men and their families during COVID19 crisis

Buy local crafts and keep our indigenous culture alive

Photographed by Avinash Pasricha (Sourced from SPAN, 1981 April issue)
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Tilonia Bazaar was started in 1975 with a vision to empower women and support rural artisans 

in generating a self-supporting livelihood. We are connected with 5 districts and 48 villages of 

Rajasthan with a diverse group of artisans across community lines employing 384 artisans out of 

which 323 are women who have been trained in various crafts. The past few months have adversely 

affected the livelihood of artisans and self-employed women in the rural regions of Rajasthan. We 

have been constantly busy with COVID relief work and generating employment for rural women 

and artisans in these uncertain times. Your love and support has kept us in high spirits working 

towards a better and kinder world ! 

Tilonia Bazaar is happy to announce that it is now open for sales. We are excited to share our new 

range of products with you. In your own way you can contribute to making hundreds of lives better 

who have greatly suffered in the COVID times. All profits generated through sales will be utilized 

for the financial aid of the artisans communitites and to sustain the self employed women.

Photographed by Sunil Gupta in the 1980’s when he visited Tilonia.

Photographed by Sunil Gupta in the 1980’s when he visited Tilonia.
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Our new list of products available for Sale include:

1. Bags- sling bags, knapsacks, bagpacks, file bags, tote bags and more

2. Leather bags and wallets

3. Womens’  skirts

4. Phundi ear drops

5. Phundi strings

6. Bell totas

7. Wooden trays

8. Wooden decor

9. Photo frames

10. Kabaad Se Jugaad diaries

11. Handwoven durries

12. A.C blanket

13. Bedspreads

14. Cushions

15.Wall hanging

Photographed by Sunil Gupta in the 1980’s when he visited Tilonia.
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BAGS
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BAGS
1. Barmer applique backpack:

A  backpack with drawstring closures 
and a flap that closes over a front 
pocket (both in Barmer applique).
Two side pockets and straps 
complete the all purpose Indie- style 
backpack.

Size : 45 cm x 23 cm x  21 cm.
(pockets : 18.5  cm x 21 cm)

 US$- 12

₹ 650/-
Code: BG1PBH1835

Colour Option 2 Colour Option 3

Colour Option 4
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2. Patchwork border Knapsack:

A simple knapsack made in handloom 
fabric that closes with strings. Block prints 
are used to create a border at the hemline. 
Available in assorted colours and prints.

Size :  47 cm x  38 cm

US$- 6

Code: BG1BKZ1418

₹ 300/-

Colour Option 2 Colour Option 3

Colour Option 4 Colour Option 5
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3. Kantha Knapsack:

A knapsack with a beautifully 
embroidered front panel and red 
gussets at the ends. A contrast 
colour flap with a wooden button 
accentuates its handicraft origins.

Size : 43 cm x 36 cm)

US$- 8

4. Tote bag:

Crafted from handloom fabric, 
this tote bag has a contrasting 
embroidered pocket in the front .

Size: 33 cm x 38 cm 

US$- 8

5. Patchwork Tote Bag:

This is a beautiful tote bag with 
colourful strips of fabrics patched 
together by the rural women of 
Tilonia.

Size: 34 cm x 34 cm 

US$- 10

₹ 400/-

₹ 400/-

Code: BG1BMB1513

Code: BG1BFG1413

Code:BG1PBH1813

₹ 400/-
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6. Patchwork  Tote bag:

Tote bag with a geometric patchwork 
design in brown block prints and 
black poplin looks attractive and is 
functional.

Size : 35 cm x 39 cm 

US$- 12

7. Laptop Sleeve:

Laptop sleeve is created in a 
multitude of colours and block -prints 
. There are multiple pockets inside 
of the bag to keep all the computer 
accessories safe and organized. 

Size: 28 cm x 35 cm 

US$- 10

8. Duffel bag:

A spacious and light-weight duffel 
bag to carry on your travels and trips. 
It is created in a unique and signature 
print.

US$- 16

₹ 368/-

₹ 450/-

Code: BG1FPP1315

Code: BG1LBP1114

Code: BG1DBP2012

₹ 775/-
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9. Sling bag

Sling bag is constructed from striped 
handwoven fabric in a classic grey 
and white combination.
The beautiful hand embroidered 
patch in the front makes it look 
chunky in a classic way.

Size: 8 x 8 inches

US$- 10

10. Sling bag:

A small sling bag with a tassel on the 
zipper looks elegant in handloom 
fabric and a multi-striped handwoven 
belt .

Size: 18 cm x 20 cm

US$- 5

₹ 420/-

₹ 210/-

Code: BG1BKBK209

Code: BG1BPBH8X8
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11. Sling bag:

This is a petite sling bag with hand embroidered 
design done in Tilonia.
Available in assorted colors.

Size : 18 cm x 20 cm

US$- 5

Code: BG1BHTH8X8

₹ 210/-

Colour Option 2 Colour Option 3

Colour Option 4 Colour Option 5
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12. Travel Bag:

This is a compact sized travel bag 
to keep all your documents safe 
and handy  in one place. The bag 
is available in assorted prints and 
colours.

Size: 26 cm x 20 cm

US$- 10 ₹ 350/-

Code: BG1PBP0710

Colour Option 2 Colour Option 3

Colour Option 4 Colour Option 5
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Colour Option 6 Colour Option 7

Colour Option 8 Colour Option 9

Colour Option 10
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13. Mobile Case:

Mobile case is the perfect cushion to keep your 
mobile safe from all the scratches and dirt. 
Mobile case is available in a variety of assorted 
prints. 

Size: 16.5 cm x 12.5 cm

US$- 3

Code: PM1DS00001

₹ 100/-

Colour Option 2 Colour Option 3 Colour Option 4

Colour Option 5 Colour Option 6 Colour Option 7
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14. Reycled Spectacles case:

A case for keeping spectacles is made out 
of upcycled scraps put together to create a 
case.

Sizes: 18 cm x 11.5 cm

US$- 3

Code: PM1DS00002

₹ 100/-

Colour Option 8 Colour Option 9
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LEATHER
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1. Leather sling bag(green dyed):

Leather sling bag created from 
leather dyed in green by the leather 
craft community in Rajasthan.

Size : 7.7 x 10.5 inches

US$- 17

2. Embossed leather sling bag:

Embossed leather bag in brown with 
a front flap and laced up edges.

Size : 7 x 10 inches

US$- 16

3. Cylinder sling bag:

Cylinder sling bag with a elegant 
buckle and a flap.
.

Size : 8 x 5 inches

US$- 16

₹ 920/-

₹ 850/-

₹ 767/-

Code: LT1BRC000L

Code: LT1BBC000M

Code: LT1BBX0805
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4. Bidam bag:

This is a compact sized  sling bag with 
a punched design on the flap.

Size : 7 x 8 inches

US$- 15

5. Floral embossed leather bag: 

Embossed leather bag with a small 
flap in the front.

Size : 7 x 10 inches

US$- 15

6. Circular leather bag:

Embossed circular leather bag with 
a small pocket in the front with a 
buckle.
Available in assorted colors.

Size : 9 x 9 inches

US$- 15

₹ 750/-

₹ 800/-

₹ 900/-

Code: LT1BBC000S

Code: LT1BRC000M

Code: LT1BCPC00L
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7. Leather sling bag:

Compact sized leather sling bag dyed 
in maroon. It has multiple pockets 
and an elegant buckle which gives a 
trend-setting utility look.

Large : 7.5 x 10 inches

Medium: 7 x 9 inches

US$- 15

8. Leather tokri bag:

A spacious leather shoulder bag 
which can carry daily essentials 
easily.

Size: 11 x 15 inches

US$- 25

9. Leather sling bag:

Compact sized leather bag with a 
V-shaped strap.

Size : 6.5 x 10 inches

US$- 15

₹ 920/-

₹ 1304/-

₹ 812/-

Code: LT1BTK1115

Code: LT1BRDC00L

Code: LT1BRC0001
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10. Shoulder bag with Fabric panel:

This is a decent sized tote bag with a 
tapestry weave fabric patch.This bag 
is available in assorted colors.

Size:11 x 15 inches

US$- 25

11. Office Sling bag:

Leather file bag with a flap and 
buckle in the front. The deep tan 
color is classic and timeless.

Size : 9 x 11 inches

US$- 22

₹ 1381/-

₹ 1074/-

Code: LT1BTC1115

Code: LT1BOS0911

Colour Option 2 Colour Option 3
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12. Leather backpack: 

Backpack created from a combination of 
tapestry weave and leather is available in 
assorted colors and fabrics. 

Size: 12x 15 inches

US$- 30 ₹ 1534/-

Code: LT1BBC1215

13. Leather satchel bag:

Satchel bag made in tapestry weave 
with two leather pockets in the front.
This bag is available in assorted 
colors.
Size: 11 x 15

US$- 35

₹ 1841/-
Code: LT1BLC1115

Reverse side Colour Option 2
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Colour Option 2 Colour Option 3

Colour Option 4

14. Men’s shoulder bag:

Leather file bag with an intricate leather embroidery on the flap done by 
punching the leather. It has leather strings to tie up the flap.
Size : 11 x 13

US$- 25

Code: LT1BSL1113 Colour Option 2

₹ 1381/-
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Code: LT1BBP1013

15. Leather backpack :

Compact sized leather backpack with a 
front pocket and straps with buckles.

Size: 10 x 13

US$- 25
₹ 1381/-
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18. Leather wallet (2-fold):

Embossed leather wallet with a floral motif all 
over and a contrast  edging.
Size: 8 x 4 inches

US$- 10

₹ 400/-

₹ 300/-

₹ 300/-

Code: LT1WWC003P

Code: LT1WWC002P

Code: LT1WWC002P

16. Leather wallet ( 3- fold):

Embossed leather wallet with a laced up edging.

 Size : 8 x 4 inches

US$- 10

17. Leather wallet ( 2-fold):

Leather wallet with an embroidered flap.
Inside has a pocket with a flap and multiple pock-
ets to keep cards safe.

Size: 8 x 4 inches
US$- 10

Inside view of wallet

Inside view of wallet
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SKIRTS
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Skirts
1. Poplin skirt:

A full flared skirt in bottle green 
poplin and tasseled drawstrings. It 
has a bright red border lined with 
sequins.

Sizes : free size
Length: 34 inches.

US$- 8

2. Poplin skirt:

A full flared skirt in rust orange poplin 
and tasseled drawstrings. It has a 
bright red border lined with sequins

Sizes : free size
Length: 34 inches.

US$- 8

₹ 475/-

₹ 475/-

Code: GM1SPA000L

Code: GM1SPA000L
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3. Printed flared skirt:

A full flared skirt in printed cotton 
and tasseled drawstrings. It has a 
black border.

Sizes : free size
Length: 34 inches.

US$- 8

4. Printed flared skirt:

A full flared skirt in printed cotton 
and tasseled drawstrings. It has a 
hena green border.

Sizes : free size
Length: 34 inches.

US$- 8

₹ 475/-

₹ 475/-

Code: GM1SLBP08K

Code: GM1SLBP08K(1)
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5. Printed skirt with a sequined 
border:

A full flared skirt in printed cotton 
and tasseled drawstrings. It has a 
broad black poplin border lined with 
sequins.

Sizes : free size
Length: 34 inches.

US$- 9 ₹ 525/-

Code: GM1SBPB6IL
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PHUNDI   ACCESSORIES
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Earrings handcrafted from yarn:

1. Two layered phundi earrings:

Hand crafted phundis made in 
assorted colours by the elder women 
in Tilonia. The phundis strung 
together with red beads are perfect 
to be paired with any outfit  for 
summers.

US$- 5

2. Single layered phundi earrings:

Beautifully contrasted beads and 
yarns compose this pair of elegant 
yet chunky pair of earrings.

US$- 4

3. Single layered phundi earrings:

Made in yellow beads- the colours 
will bright up any summer outfit .

US$- 5

₹ 80/-

₹ 60/-

₹ 80/-

Code: HC1ED3FSET

Code: HC1ED2FSET

Code: HC1ED3FSE1
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4. String phundi earrings:

This long string of phundi looks great 
and playful . 

US$- 5

5. Single phundi earrings:
 
Classic and simple, this is an elegant 
pair of earrings with no fuss.

US$- 3

6. Single phundi earrings:
 
Classic and simple, this is an elegant 
pair of earrings with no fuss.

US$- 3

₹ 80/-

₹ 40/-

Code: HC1ED3FSE2

Code: HC1ED1FSET

Code: HC1ED1FSET

₹ 40/-
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7.  Phundi strings:

A range of phundi strings for home 
decor is now available at Tilonia 
Bazaar. They come in assorted colors 
and combinations. Just the perfect 
blend of traditional techniques with 
modern colors.

US$- 7

₹ 150/-

Code: HC1FS11FMT
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BELL TOTAS
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Bell Totas
Tilonia Bazaar presents its signature 
bell totas in a new and  minimalistic 
design.

1. Bell Chidi(multicolor)

These mini bell tota strings are 
available in assorted colors.

US$- 7

2.. Single color chidi:

Beaded in a single colour, the strings 
is in contrast with the red beaked 
parrots. Its simple and clean look is 
new and minimalistic to suit modern 
home decors.

US$- 7

3. White Chidis:

White birds line the golden strings 
and look elegant . The white birds are 
available in red and green.Each string 
of birds is for Rs 150. Set is available 
for Rs 300.

US$- 7

₹ 150/-

₹ 150/-

Code: HC1B30PBEL

Code: HC1B3FPBEL

Code: HC1B30GBEL

₹ 150/-
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4. White Chidis: 

White birds with red and green beaks 
and tails sit on red and green beads 
respectively. Each string of birds is for 
Rs 150. Set is available for Rs 300.

US$- 7

Tilonia glove 
puppets : 
Glove puppets are dressed as a 
Rajasthani couple with traditional 
colors and makeup.
Puppets are available in pair for Rs 
270.

US$- 5

₹ 150/-

Code: HC1B30GBEL

 ₹ 270/-
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 ₹ 270/-

WOOD
WORK
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 WOODEN 
TRAY SETS

1. Set of 3 trays (Straight handles):

Wooden trays are available with tray 
mats in block printed fabrics.

a. Small
Size : 11.5 x 7.5 x  2.5 inches

b. Medium
Size: 12.5 x 8.75 x 2.5 inches
c. Large
Sizes :13.5 x 9.75 x 2.5 inches

US$- 20

Wooden trays are available with tray 
mats in block printed fabrics.

₹ 650/-

 2.Set of 3 Trays(Slanted handles):
 
Painted in chocolate brown, red brown 
and tan, The trays are available in 3 
colors and 3 sizes. 

Small : 11.5 x 7.5 x  2.5 inches

Medium: 12.5 x 8.75 x 2.5 inches

Large : 13.5 x 9.75 x 2.5 inches

 US$- 22
₹ 696/-

Code: FU1TRAYS35

Code: FU1TRAYS3T
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Plate holder:
Wooden plate holder to holds 
precious blue pottery and other 
antique  bone china.

Size: 8.5 x 4.5 inches

US$- 5

₹ 200/-

Code: FU1PLATESW

   

Reverse side of the plate holder.
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 Wall shelves ( set of 3):

Wooden wall shelves are made in 3 sizes- small, medium and large. They are compact for 
storage and packaging. Each shelf  easily fits into the next size and takes up minimum space.
Size : 24 x 5 x 6 inches
US$- 15

 Laptop cushion:

A perfect work from home accessory to hold laptop and other work essentials . It is a multi-
pupose home utility item which can be used for having breakfast in bed on lazy sundays, 
studying till late in bed. It is also very travel friendly- detach the cushion from the table top to 
use as a pillow or use it while traveling in flights or trains to utilize the long hours to work or 
read.
Size : 15.5 x 11.5 inches
US$- 15

₹ 600/-

₹ 650/-

Code: FU1WSLSET3

Code: CC1LW15H11

   

Wall shelves can be stacked up for minimizing storage and packaging space.
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PHOTO FRAMES
1. Kabaad Se Jugaad photo frames:

Cardboard photo frame with a stand that is 
created from upcycled fabric scraps and waste 
material at Kabaad Se Jugaad.

Size : 6 x 7.5 inches

US$- 3

2.Kabaad Se Jugaad photo frames:

Double sided photo frame created from 
upcycled fabric scraps at Kabaad Se Jugaad.

Size: 12 x 7.5 inches

US$- 6

₹ 100/-

₹ 200/-

Code: KSJPHOTOFS

Code: KSJPHOTOFD
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1.Kabaad Se Jugaad diaries: 

Block print fabric bound diary with a 
tie- up cord with tassel end.

HANDMADE PAPER
Size: 14 x 10 cm

US$- 5 ₹ 150/-

Code: KSJDHMP0S7

2.Kabaad Se Jugaad diaries: 

Block print fabric bound diary with a 
tie- up cord with tassel end.
Available in assorted colours and 
prints.
 Normal plain white paper inside.
Size: 14 x 10 cm

Single bound diary:
US$- 5

Double bound diary: 
US$- 7

Code: KSJDIARYS7

Code: KSJDIARYD7

₹ 125/-

₹ 225/-
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3.Kabaad Se Jugaad diaries:

Double binded diaries with string that wraps around the button. 

HANDMADE PAPER 

Size: 19 cm x  17 cm 

US$- 7

₹ 250/-

Code: KSJDHMP0D7
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HANDWOVEN 
DURRIES
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Yarn woven durries:
Size : Medium 4 x 6 ft

  US$- 20    

     

Size : Small  3 x 6 ft

US$- 18

These are yarn woven durries with dyed yarns in the weft that creates over-all gradation in 
shades in the durries. The durries are available in a range of colours and combinations . Swatch-
es of the colour options are shown in the next page.

₹ 1000/-

₹ 750/-

1

Code: RC1JH4872M

Code: RC1JH3672M
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2. 3. 4.

5. 6. 7.

8. 9. 10.

11. 12. 13.

14. 15. 16.
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Jute durries:

Size - Small  3 x 6 ft
 US$- 18  

           

 

Medium  4x 6 ft
US$- 20

₹ 750/-

₹ 1000/-

17. 18. 19.

Code: RJ1JH3672M

Code: RJ1JH4872M
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1 2.

3. 4.

5.

Above 5 colour options are available in Jute durries.
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A.C BLANKET
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1. A.C blanket  with applique:

A.C blankets have the signature Tilonia motis appliqued onto natural and  100% cotton 
handloom fabric with a muslin lining. Lines of kantha stitches  in deep red thread match the ap-
plique print and add texture to the blanket .

Single bed A.C blanket is available for Rupees 1792/- 

Single size - 60 x 90 inches.
US$- 35

₹ 1792/-

Code: BC1BPK6090
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BEDSPREADS
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2. Bedspread with patchwork :

Block printed panels are patched together to create this juxtaposition in colours and prints.Lines 
of kantha stitches run along side the panels to fill up the bedspread. Tilonia motif is 
appliqued at the center to mark a brand identity that has existed for years.

Single size - 60 x 90 inches
 Single bedspread is available for Rupees 2016/- 

US$- 38

King size - 90 x 108 inches.
 Double bedspread is available for Rupees 3696/- 

US$- 65

₹ 2016/-

₹ 3696/-

Code: BC1SGU6090

Code: BC1PG90108
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3. Bedspread with patchwork:

Block printed panels are patched together to create this juxtaposition in colours and prints.Lines 
of kantha stitches run along side the panels to fill up the bedspread. Tilonia motif is 
appliqued at the center to mark a brand identity that has existed for years.

Single size - 60 x 90 inches.
 Single bedspread is  available for Rupees 2016/- 

US$- 38

King size - 90 x 108 inches.
 Double bedspread is available for Rupees 3696/- 

US$- 65

₹ 2016/-

₹ 3696/-

Code: BC1SGU6090

Code: BC1PG90108
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4. Patchwork bedspread (Barmer):

Single size - 60 x 90  inches.
 Single bedspread with pillow cover is available for Rupees 2688/- 
 US$- 35.5

King size - 90 x 108 inches.
  Double bedspread with 2 pillow covers is available for Rupees 4256/- 
US$- 56

₹ 2688/-

₹ 4256/-

Code: BC1SGU6090

Code: BC1PG90108
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₹ 2016/-

₹ 3696/-

5.  Patchwork bedspread:

Single size - 60 x 90 inches.
 Single bedspread is available for Rupees 2016/- 
 US$- 35.5

King size - 90 x 108 inches.
 Double bedspread is available for Rupees 3696/- 
US$- 56

Code: BC1SGU6090

Code: BC1PG90108
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1. Tree of Life bedspread :
Tree of life motif is appliqued on handloom fabric. The combination of white 
poplin and handloom fabric is elegant and simple.

Sigle size - 60 x 90 inches.
 Single bedspread with pillow cover is available for Rupees 1650/- 
 US$- 30

King size - 90 x 108 inches
  Double bedspread with 2 pillow covers is available for Rupees 2920/- 
US$- 45

₹ 1650/-

₹ 2920/-

Code: BC2TL06090

Code: BC2TL90108

The colour options available for the Tree of Life motif are shown in the next page. Base fabric 
will be white unbleached handloom cotton on which colourful poplin motifs will be appliqued.
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Colour Option 1 Colour Option 2

Colour Option 3 Colour Option 4

Colour Option 5 Colour Option 6
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3. Chandwa bedspread:
Chandwa bedspread with white on white applique is made in Barmer and 
poplin in four colours is patched to highlight the motifs.

Single size - 60 x 90 inches.
 Single bedspread with pillow cover is available forRupees 2250/- 
 US$- 40

King size - 90 x 108 inches.
  Double bedspread with 2 pillow covers is available for Rupees 3920/- 
US$- 65

₹ 2250/-

₹ 3920/-

Code: BC2CH06090

Code: BC2CH90108
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₹ 2100/-

₹ 3200/-

4.Barmer applique bedspread:
Barmer applique bedspread is intricately embroidered with white poplin motifs on white 
organdi as base.

 Single size - 60 x 90 inches.
 Single bedspread with pillow cover is available for Rupees 2100/- 
 US$- 35

King size - 90 x 108 inches.
 Double bedspread with pillow covers is available for Rupees 3200/- 
US$- 49

Code: BC20R06090

Code: BC20R90108
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CUSHIONS
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Barmer embroidered cushions:

Embroidered cushions are available in handloom fabric in red and white colour combinations. 
Embroidery is done in Barmer using silk threads. Available in assorted thread colours.
Size : 16 x 16 inches.
US$- 10

1 2.

3. 4.

Code: CC2ERE1616 ₹ 525/-

5. 6.
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Barmer applique cushions:

Barmer applique cushions are available in white poplin patched on white organdi. Intricate 
designs have been appliqued by the rural artisans in Barmer.
Size : 16 x 16 inches.
US$- 7

1 2.

3. 4.

Code: CC2AOR1616
₹ 220/-

5.
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1. Tree of Life wall hanging:

Tree of life wall hanging is available in more colour options.
Size : 24 x 36 inches.
US$- 10

Code: WH2TL02436
₹ 450/-

The colour options available for the Tree of Life motif are shown in the next page. Base fabric 
will be white unbleached handloom cotton on which colourful poplin motifs will be appliqued.
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Colour Option 1 Colour Option 2

Colour Option 3 Colour Option 4

Colour Option 5 Colour Option 6
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Orders can be placed through the ORDER FORM link .

All payments will be accepted through bank transfer only.

A sample order form is shown here for your reference.

S.No Details

1. Individual/Firm/Company 
name

2. Billing address

3. GST no

4. PAN no

5. Contact details

6. Shipping address

7. Item details with code and 
product photograph.

8. Quantity order

 1. Product prices are not inclusive of transportation/shipping charges. Shipping and packaging 

costs will be charged separately.

2. Speed post will be used for all the domestic deliveries. 

3. Speed post will be used for international deliveries as well. We are open to using other ship-

ping services as per customer demand and order size.

4. Individual customers can place orders via WhatsApp or email  by sharing the product name, 

product code, quantity and their mailing address with us.

For queries/ placing order reach out to us at -       E-mail: tiloniabazaar@gmail.com 

                                                                                          -       Ph:  9001098500                                                        
                                              

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSccvFFBtH31xbn5kuLhTnlZ4m7X7DK98qW5DQDY2au0MW8REw/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://forms.gle/MRUdyjkVG9aG16mx9
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   HATHELI  SANSTHAN

Photographed by Sunil Gupta in the 1980’s when he visited Tilonia.


